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Abstract—We present a novel long short-term memory (LSTM)
approach for time-series prediction of the sand demand which
arises from preparing the sand moulds for the iron casting
process of a foundry. With our approach, we contribute to qualify
LSTM and its combination with feedback-corrected optimal
scheduling for industrial processes.

The sand is produced in an energy intensive mixing pro-
cess which is controlled by optimal scheduling. The optimal
scheduling is solved for a fixed prediction horizon. One major
influencing factor is the sand demand, which is highly disturbed,
for example due to production interruptions. The causes of
production interruptions are in general physically unknown. We
assume that information about the future behavior of the sand
demand is included in current and past process data. Therefore,
we choose LSTM networks for predicting the time-series of the
sand demand.

The sand demand prediction is performed by our multi
model approach. This approach outperforms the currently used
naive estimation, even when predicting far into the future. Our
LSTM based prediction approach can forecast the sand demand
with a conformity up to 38 % and a mean value accuracy of
approximately 99%. Simulating the optimal scheduling with sand
demand prediction leads to an improvement in energy savings
of approximately 1.1 % compared to the naive estimation. The
application of our novel approach at the real production plant of
a foundry proves the simulation results and verifies the capability
of our approach.

Index Terms—neural network model, LSTM, prediction meth-
ods, time-series forecast, optimal scheduling, industrial produc-
tion process, application, foundry

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the importance of energy efficiency in

industry is rising [1] and [2], especially in energy-intensive

plants like foundries with high capacity utilization and energy

costs in Germany [3]. In a world with global trade, for example

different legislation about carbon pricing [4] can increase the

pressure on energy-intensive industry. In green sand casting

with bentonite bounded sand [5], the sand preparation is one

main consumer of electrical energy and has a potential for

energy savings of approximately 10 % [6]. Modern model
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based control approaches for batch processes, like feedback-

corrected optimal scheduling offer a high potential for energy

savings [7], [8]. Feedback-corrected optimal scheduling uses

an optimization over a prediction horizon to calculate optimal

control variables for the current and following states of the pro-

duction plant. Deviations between the predicted and resulting

plant behavior are compensated by repeating the optimization

in every time step.

The approaches [7] and [8] were implemented and tested

in the sand preparation of the foundry Heinrich Meier Eisen-

gießerei GmbH & Co. KG. As a result, the energy consump-

tion is reduced by approximately 6.5%. The results also show

a high dependency on the sand demand which is the process

disturbance. The disturbance can not be modeled physically

and is therefore assumed as constant over the prediction

horizon (naive estimation). Thus, a more precise prediction

of the sand demand should enable higher savings. Especially

the occurrence and the duration of production interruptions

influence the sand demand, but both are generally unknown.

In addition, the amount of sand for different moulds affects

the sand demand. The amount of sand varies in range of

approximately ±5 % around its mean value and is known in

the production program.

We assume that information about the future sand demand,

e.g. due to the occurrence and the duration of production

interruptions, are included in the current and past values of

the process data. Therefore, we propose a novel approach for

predicting the time-series of the sand demand using long short-

term memory (LSTM) networks in a multi model scheme.

Moreover, a robust prediction is important for the application

of LSTM in industrial processes, so we propose a procedure to

systematically reduce the complexity of this LSTM networks.

The fundamentals of LSTM base on [9]. Recent work on

applications of LSTM in large manufacturing systems can be

found in [10] and especially for foundry processes in [11]

and [12]. Predicting the power demand of smart grids using

LSTM with a comparison to statistical methods is shown in

[13]. Furthermore, a novel dual-stage attention-based LSTM

approach for time-series prediction can be found in [14].
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The mathematical representation of LSTM, the description

of the process data and the definition of the performance values

are given in section II. In section III, we introduce the mod-

eling procedure for predicting the sand demand (disturbance),

including a low complex model topology and an approach for

reducing the model complexity by identifying sensitive process

variables. The results for an one-step-ahead prediction and a

time-series prediction by a multi model approach as well as the

simulation and the production plant test results are presented

in section IV.

II. LSTM FOR SAND DEMAND PREDICTION

Currently, a naive estimation is used for predicting the sand

demand. This estimation stores the last measured value of the

sand demand and apply this value to the whole prediction

horizon of the optimal scheduling. Therefore, changes in the

sand demand can not be predicted. This leads to a loss of

performance of the optimal scheduling. Thus, we want to use a

LSTM model which predicts the sand demand more accurately.

We use sequential LSTM models with M ∈ N layers and

N ∈ N cells per layer, which are denoted as M×N LSTM.

For example, a 2×10 LSTM represents a model with 10 cells

in both layers. For LSTM networks with a different number

of cells per layer we use for example 2×10|20 for a LSTM

network with 10 cells in the first layer and 20 cells in the

second layer. In all cases the cells in one layer are fully

connected to the cells in the next layer. Input of the first

layer is the input sequence ut ∈ R
L with discrete t ∈ N data

points and length L. The process data of the input sequence

consists of 22 process variables. Therefore the input dimension

is 22. The process variables are scaled by a Min-Max-Scaler

[15] to the interval [0, 1]. Alternatively to the basic Min-Max-

Scaler, learnable feature extraction to balance the effect of

different process variables, as shown in [14], can be part of

future studies.

The cell states are denoted as ct ∈ R
N and the output

sequence as ht ∈ R
N . The biases are bf ,bg,bc,bo ∈

R
N and weighting factors for the input sequence are

Uf ,Ug,Uc,Uo ∈ R
N×L and for the output sequences

Hf ,Hg,Hc,Ho ∈ R
N×N , respectively. The element-wise

sigmoid function is denoted as sig(·) and the Hadamard ⊙
describes the element-wise multiplication. The information

from the last cell state ct−1 is forgotten by

ft = sig(Hfht−1 +Ufut + bf ), ft ∈ R
N . (1)

Ignoring the information from the last output sequence and

the input sequence, respectively reads

gt = sig(Hght−1 +Ugut + bg), gt ∈ R
N . (2)

The cell state denotes

ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + gt ⊙ tanh(Hsht−1 +Usut + bs) (3)

and the output sequence reads

ht = sig(Hoht−1 +Uout + bo)⊙ tanh(ct). (4)

We use the implementation of LSTM from tensorflow V2.6.0
[16]. In addition to the LSTM network, a subsequent dense

layer condenses the output of the last LSTM layer to the

prediction value. Therefore, the output dimension of the LSTM

network with dense layer is 1. The dense layer with rectified

linear unit as activation function is fully connected to the last

LSTM layer. The initial biases and weighting factors of the

LSTM network are selected by random seed. We choose the

mean squared error as the loss function and RMSprop [17] as

the optimizing strategy. For regularization early stopping [18]

and dropout [19] are applied.

The data basis for predicting the sand demand consists of

300 production days of the foundry. Outliers are removed

from the data basis. For all these days, 22 process variables,

including the sand demand itself, are recorded, see Tab. I.

Due to the moulding process, the sand for the moulds is

needed batch-wise for producing the moulds. Therefore, the

data points of the process variables are assigned to the batches

of sand of the moulds. Depending on the production conditions

up to 2400 batches of sand per day can be produced. Within

the 22 process variables, 8 variables represent different types

of production interruptions, see Tab. I (marker i). These 8 types

are the essential interruptions and represent 80 % of the

foundry’s interruption time within a year (Pareto principle).

From the 300 production days 10 % (30 days) are randomly

selected for testing the prediction (test dataset). The process

data of the remaining 270 days is divided into a learning

dataset (80 %) and a validation dataset (20 %). Sorted by

date, the validation data consists of the last 20 % of the

270 days of process data. Preliminary investigations show

that this 80 % / 20 % split reaches approximately 3 % better

prediction results in comparison to a 90% / 10% split.

In comparison to the real process variable x, the quality of

the LSTM estimate x̂ is evaluated by the conformity index and

the mean value accuracy [12]. The conformity index bases on

the Pearson correlation

p(x, x̂) =

∑

i(xi − x)(x̂i − x̂)
√

∑

i(xi − x)2
∑

j(x̂j − x̂)2
. (5)

The rating for the mean value accuracy reads

r(x, x̂) = 1− 2

∣

∣

∣

∣

x− x̂

x+ x̂

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (6)

TABLE I
PROCESS VARIABLES (v) WITH DESCRIPTION. PRODUCTION

INTERRUPTIONS MARKED WITH (i)

v process variable v process variable v process variable

1 sand demand 2 time batch 3 time filling 1
4 time filling 2 5 i: cast stop 6 i: transport stop
7 i: cast extension 8 i: no liquid iron 9 i: clean station
10 i: model change 11 i: review 1 stop 12 i: review 2 stop
13 time model change 14 counter model 15 target model
16 mass sand 1 17 time cleaning 1 18 mass sand 2
19 time cleaning 2 20 material type 21 mass product
22 mass iron



For x, x̂ ̸= 0, z = 1

T

∑T

i=1
zi with z={x, x̂} and window

length T , both performance values are valid. Ranges are

−1≤p, r≤1. Normally p, r will be in range [0, 1]. Two perfor-

mance values are used for separating the mean value accuracy

from the conformity. The conformity index represents differ-

ences in frequency and size of the fluctuation of the measured

and the predicted sand demand. The conformity index of the

naive estimate is approximately p=0.100 and represents the

minimal benchmark for our LSTM approach. The mean value

accuracy is an important factor for the optimal scheduling

because a mean value accuracy near 1 means that the integral

of the predicted sand demand matches to the integral of the real

sand demand. We require a mean value accuracy r ≥ 0.950.

The performance values are calculated separately for each day

in the dataset. Therefore, the performance values are given

with an uncertainty of ± standard deviation.

III. MODELING PROCEDURE

In the following, we determine a low complex network

topology. Subsequently, the model complexity will be further

reduced by identifying the sensitive process variables. The pro-

cedure is exemplarily shown for an one-step-ahead prediction.

The inputs of the LSTM network are the times series of the

process variables and the output is the predicted time series

of the sand demand.

A. Network Topology

Preliminary investigations of the sequence length show

that a sequence length containing the data of more than

20 batches of sand has no positive impact on the performance

values. Thus, a sequence length of 20 is selected. In addition,

the performance values are sensitive to the learning rate of

the learning process and the batch size, which divides the

learning dataset in subsets and, thus, determines the number

of iterations per epoch. Per epoch the entire learning data set

is processed once. For the given dataset, a learning rate in

range [0.01, 0.001] and a batch size of the learning process in

range [20000, 70000] are appropriate. The influence of dropout

is carried out in range [0.0, 1.0]. The best performance values

arise from dropout in range [0.1, 0.3].
The reference model is defined as the prediction model

with all 22 process variables, see section II. A hyperparameter

optimization with 30 trails is used for identifying a suitable

network topology with regard to the performance values and

the model complexity. The optimization strategy is carried out

by a Tree-structured Parzen Estimator [20], implemented in the

hyperopt package [21]. The parameters of the hyperparameter

optimization are the number of layers M and the number of

cells per layer N . The minimum of the validation error is

the decision criterion for choosing the network topology. The

learning rate is 0.01 and the batch size of the learning dataset

is 70000. The number of layers is an integer between 1 and

4. We assume that the effect on the performance values from

an extra cell per layer decreases when the number of cells in

this layer is high. Therefore, the number of cells per layer can
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Fig. 1. Hyperparameter optimization for the number of layers and the cumu-
lated cells. Validation error (black points) and projections on the coordinate
planes (blue crosses, red squares and green triangles).

be chosen from the subset {2, 3, 5,· · ·, 34} of the progressive

Fibonacci series. For illustration purposes, the number of cells

n over all layers M is cumulated by the euclidean norm

∥n∥2=
√

∑M

i=1
n2

i [12].

The values of the validation error (black points) are pro-

jected on each of the coordinate planes (blue crosses, red

squares and green triangles), see Fig. 1. The optimization

results indicate a minimum of the validation error for 2 to 3
layers (curve A in blue) and approximately 24 to 28 cumulated

cells (curve B in red). The minimum of the validation error

is approximately 13.65 · 10−3. Therefore, a 2×21 LSTM is

chosen as a proper and low complex network topology. The

resulting reference model for the one-step-ahead prediction of

the sand demand has the performance values p=0.357±0.107
and r=0.987± 0.012.

The naive estimation for an one-step-ahead prediction shifts

the current value of the sand demand 1 step forward, therefore

r is one. The conformity index of the naive estimation for

the test dataset is p = 0.102 ± 0.075. For comparison, we

define a baseline model. The baseline model bases only on the

historical values of the disturbance itself, without additional

information from the other 21 process variables. The perfor-

mance values of the baseline model for the test dataset, a 2×21
LSTM and an one-step-ahead prediction are p=0.263±0.117
and r=0.990± 0.008.

By comparing the conformity index p of the reference

model, the naive estimation and the baseline model, p of the

reference model is approximately 3.50 times larger than p of

the naı̈ve estimation and is approximately 35.7 % larger than

p of the baseline model. The mean value accuracy is similarly

high in all three cases.



B. Sensitive Process Variables

The application in an industrial foundry requires high ro-

bustness of the prediction model. A low complex prediction

model only based on sensitive process variables should be

more robust against interference than a model with more

inputs. Furthermore, a simpler model is less expensive in

training. Thus, we want to reduce the model complexity by

sorting out the non-sensitive process variables / inputs. A

correlation analysis shows a potential for reducing the number

of process variables, especially for process variables with a

high correlation among each other, see Fig. 2 (red boxes).

An investigation of all possible input combinations would be

best for identifying the sensitive process variables. However,

this is costly in terms of calculation time in case of many

inputs. With the given dataset containing 22 process variables,

this results in
∑

22

k=1

(

22

k

)

=4194303 combinations. In our case,

more than 200 years of calculation time would be necessary

for training the LSTM networks. Thus, we introduce a two step

procedure to identify the sensitive process variables faster.

The first step is sorting out the process variables with a

low sensitivity score. The sensitivity score arises from the

LSTM weights Uo ∈ R
N×L. These weights connect the input

sequence with the output sequence of each layer, see Eq. (4).

l is the counting variable for the L elements of the input

sequence un,l of Uo,m, with m as counting variable for the

number of layers M . m = 1 defines the first layer of the

LSTM network, which directly receives the values of the

process variables as the input sequence, and m=M defines

the last layer, respectively. The sensitivity vector is defined

as s = sm=1 and is standardized to the interval [0, 1]. The
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Fig. 2. Correlation analysis of the 22 process variables. High correlation in
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surrounded by red boxes.
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity vector sm=1 of the 22 process variables. High sensitivity
in dark color. The numbers of the 11 high sensitive process variables are
marked in red.

calculation of s reads

sm=M =
∑L

l=1

|Uo,M |

sm−1 = |Uo,msm| , m = M, · · · , 2
(7)

The sensitivity of the process variables should correspond

to the entries of s. 11 out of the 22 process variables have a

sensitivity near 0.0 (black numbers), while the other 11 process

variables have a high sensitivity (red numbers), see Fig. 3. Due

to the standardization, the process variable with the highest

sensitivity score (11) is scaled to 1.0. We define the model

only with the 11 high sensitive process variables as the reduced

model. This model has performance values for the test dataset

of p=0.371±0.107 and r=0.991±0.006. The reduced model

scores better in both performance criteria in comparison to the

reference model with performance values of p=0.357±0.107
and r=0.987±0.012. The deviation disappears by comparing

the performance values of the validation datasets (reference

model: p = 0.428 ± 0.110 and r = 0.991 ± 0.007; reduced

model: p=0.428 ± 0.121 and r=0.992 ± 0.005). Therefore,

the deviation between the reference model and the reduced

model is negligible. This proves the effectiveness of the first

step.

In the second step, the remaining 11 process variables are in-

vestigated for the test dataset. This leads to
∑

11

k=1

(

11

k

)

=2047
possible combinations, which are better traceable. Thus, our

sensitivity vector approach reduces the number of possible

combinations by 99.95%. The investigated combinations show

a similar high mean value accuracy. Therefore, we focus on

the conformity index p, which is illustrated in Tab. II. The

reduced model has the id = 0 (red). 11 combinations are

learned, each with 1 out of the 11 process variables, see

Tab. II (id = 1,· · ·, 11). This procedure should identify the

process variables, which alone have the highest impact on the

conformity index. The three process variables with the highest

sole impact on p are 1, 2 and 13, see Tab. II (id = 1, 2, 11
in green). The conformity index p of all these combinations

(id = 1,· · ·, 11) is much lower than p of the reduced model

(id = 0). Therefore, the performance of the prediction must

result from a combination of the process variables.

Removing a single process variable should identify the

process variables, which have the highest impact on the

conformity index when combined with the others. Thus,

another 11 combinations are learned, removing only 1 of the



TABLE II
COMBINATIONS id WITH CONFORMITY INDEX p FOR THE 11 PROCESS

VARIABLES WITH A NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF 2× 21. SELECTED PROCESS

VARIABLES +; NOT SELECTED −

id p 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

0 0.371± 0.107 + + + + + + + + + + +

1 0.263± 0.117 + − − − − − − − − − −

2 0.240± 0.113 − + − − − − − − − − −

3 0.101± 0.053 − − + − − − − − − − −

4 0.148± 0.086 − − − + − − − − − − −

5 0.139± 0.116 − − − − + − − − − − −

6 0.019± 0.029 − − − − − + − − − − −

7 0.160± 0.072 − − − − − − + − − − −

8 0.160± 0.073 − − − − − − − + − − −

9 0.066± 0.085 − − − − − − − − + − −

10 0.067± 0.085 − − − − − − − − − + −

11 0.193± 0.107 − − − − − − − − − − +

12 0.359± 0.106 − + + + + + + + + + +

13 0.379± 0.111 + − + + + + + + + + +

14 0.367± 0.108 + + − + + + + + + + +

15 0.368± 0.114 + + + − + + + + + + +

16 0.376± 0.107 + + + + − + + + + + +

17 0.368± 0.107 + + + + + − + + + + +

18 0.370± 0.116 + + + + + + − + + + +

19 0.367± 0.117 + + + + + + + − + + +

20 0.352± 0.110 + + + + + + + + − + +

21 0.329± 0.110 + + + + + + + + + − +

22 0.332± 0.114 + + + + + + + + + + −

23 0.259± 0.112 + + − − − − − − − − −

24 0.360± 0.107 − + + + + − − + + − +

25 0.369± 0.109 + − + + + − − + + − +

26 0.332± 0.104 + − − − + − − + + − +

27 0.364± 0.101 + − + + + − − + + + +

28 0.374± 0.111 + − + + + + − + + + +

29 0.367± 0.113 + − + + + + − + + − +

30 0.370± 0.113 + − + + − + + + + + +

31 0.368± 0.111 + − − + − + + + + + +

11 process variables, see Tab. II (id= 12,· · ·, 22). Removing

the process variables 11, 12 and 13 decreases p the most

(id = 20, 21, 22 in green). Remarkably, id = 13, where only

process variable 2 is removed, performs better than the reduced

model (id=0).

The combination of the process variables 1 and 2 (id=23 in

orange) generates a slightly decrease of p compared to process

variable 1 alone (id= 1). We compare the effect on p from

the process variables 1 and 2 with additional process variables

(id = 24, 25). The combination including 1 performs better

again. The process variables 1 and 2 seem to be dependent

on each other, therefore 2 is sorted out. Further combinations

without the process variable 2 (id = 26,· · ·, 31) lead to no

improvement compared to id=13. Thus, the prediction model

with the highest conformity index is id = 13 (blue). The

conformity index of this model (p = 0.379 ± 0.111) and of

the reduced model (p = 0.371 ± 0.107) are similar. Also

the mean value accuracy is similarly high (prediction model:

r=0.991±0.006 and reduced model: r=0.992±0.005). These

results prove the capacity of the sensitivity vector approach.

However, the process variables have to be independent of each

other.

The network topology for the prediction model (id = 13)

is proved by another hyperparameter optimization using the

methodology from section III-A. Again, a two layer LSTM

with 24 to 28 cumulated cells shows the best performance

values. In comparison to the 2×21 LSTM from section III-A

(p=0.379±0.111), a 2×13|21 LSTM with two layers, 13 cells

in first layer and 21 cells in the second layer reaches a similar

conformity (p=0.382± 0.113). This network topology has a

lower complexity due to a lower number of cells in the first

layer. Therefore, we replace the 2×21 LSTM with the 2×13|21
LSTM as the new network topology for the prediction model.

IV. PREDICTION RESULTS

In this section, the results of the one-step-ahead prediction

and the time-series prediction are shown. Furthermore, we

present the results of the simulation and the production plant

test. The time-series prediction is performed with a multi

model approach, which uses an individual optimized model

for every prediction step ahead.

A. One-Step-Ahead Prediction

Exemplary prediction results from the test dataset using

the previous shown prediction model for an one-step-ahead

prediction are illustrated in Fig. 4. The sensitive process

variables from section III-B are used for this model (top,

middle). The historical data of the sand demand itself is

process variable 1. Further process variables are different types

of production interruptions (5 to 12). The process variable 13
marks a change between two different types of moulds.

The measured sand demand (blue) and the predicted sand

demand (red) are shown with their mean values in the lower

section of Fig. 4. This figure presents a worse case scenario

including almost the entire possible behavior of the sand

demand, like high frequency changes with large amplitude (A),

low frequency changes between higher and lower demand (B)

and jumps on a new stationary level (C). The performance

values of the presented excerpt are p=0.369 and r=0.976.

The conformity index is approximately 0.54% lower than the

average conformity index of the prediction model (p=0.371).

The mean value accuracy deviates from the average mean

value accuracy (r = 0.991) by approximately 1.51 %. The

low frequency changes (B) and the jumps (C) are very well

predicted. The high frequency changes with large amplitude,

which result from production interruptions, are predicted par-

ticularly well (D), when the process variables contain an high

excitation (D*, top). Predicting all high frequency changes due

to production interruptions requires a training dataset which

contains all information about the relationship between the

interruptions and the sand demand. But this is generally not

to be expected. Because some types of interruptions occur

randomly or have a random delay to the changes of the sand

demand. For example, they are triggered manually by the staff.

Furthermore, the machine is continuously optimized, therefore
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Fig. 4. Excerpt of the prediction results for an one-step-ahead prediction.
Performance values are p = 0.369 and r = 0.976. Process variables at the
top and in the middle. Measured (blue) and predicted sand demand (red) with
their mean values at the bottom.

new types of interruptions occur and disappear. Thus, those are

not sufficiently included in the training dataset.

B. Time-Series Prediction

A multi model approach is used for predicting the time-

series K of the sand demand (disturbance). In the multi model

approach for each time step k ∈ N of the time-series a model

is learned. Therefore, each model predicts the next value of

the disturbance. For example, the model k predicts the k-th

value and the model k+1 predicts the value for step k+1.

We show two different kinds of multi model approaches.

The first one is the base line multi model. In this multi model,

the single models get only access to the 10 high sensitive

process variables, see section III-B. The extended multi model

is the second approach. Here, the single models get addi-

tional information from the previous models. The additional

information are sequences of the predicted disturbance. Due

to data consistency, the additional sequences have length L,

see section II. For example, the k-th model gets the predicted

values from the models 1,· · ·, k−1, each with length L.

The performance values of the baseline multi model (blue),

the extended multi model (red) and the naive estimation

(green) are shown for the prediction step k in range [1, 34],
see Fig. 5. Both multi models (blue and red) score better

than the currently used naive estimation (green), especially

for low prediction steps. By comparing k = 2, the extended

multi model (p = 0.278 ± 0.107) reaches an approximately

26.9% higher conformity index than the baseline multi model

(p=0.219± 0.113), see Fig. 5 (top, A). The naive estimation

has in k = 2 a conformity index of p = 0.102 ± 0.075.

The surplus of the extended multi model in comparison to

the baseline multi model diminishes for k ≥ 3. Due to the

extra inputs, the extended multi model is more expensive in

training and more complex. Regarding the mean conformity

index of both multi models, they are in k=3 approximately

195% better than the naive estimation. The conformity index

decreases with rising k. But even in step k=34 the conformity

index of the multi models is approximately 113% higher than

p of the naive estimation.

The mean value accuracy for the baseline multi model (blue)

as well as for the extended multi model (red) is high for all

prediction steps, see Fig. 5 (bottom). The deviation of the

average p between the baseline multi model and the extended

multi model is with approximately 0.5 % negligible small

(B). The naive estimation (green) scores best. However, the
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Fig. 5. Conformity index (top) and mean value accuracy (bottom) for the
baseline multi model (blue), the extended multi model (red) and the naive
estimation (green). Uncertainty for each in light color.



maximum deviation between the multi models and the naive

estimation is approximately 1.3% (k=34). All in all, the gain

in the conformity index of the multi model approach outweighs

the marginal loss of mean value accuracy. Therefore, we

predict the sand demand in general with the baseline multi

model and for k=2 with the extended multi model.

Fig. 6 presents the time-series prediction with this multi

model approach using the process variables from Fig. 4 as

inputs. The predictions for k = 1 (red dots), k = 3 (green

dots) and k = 13 (gray dots) are shown. Even the 13-step-

ahead prediction maps the low frequency behavior very well

(A). Likewise, high frequency changes with large amplitude

are well predicted far into the future (B). Some of the high

frequency changes can only be predicted for k=1 (C). All in

all, the time-series prediction with the multi model approach

outperforms the currently used naive estimation. Alternatively

to the presented multi model approach, a sequence-to-sequence

LSTM model could be used to predict the time series of the

sand demand. This may be less computationally intensive.

Thus, a comparison of both methods will be investigated in

future studies.

The advantage of the sand demand prediction has to be

proved in simulation and in plant tests combined with the

optimal scheduling. Executing the multi model needs below

0.1 s. This is fast enough compared to the sampling time of

the optimal scheduling, which is 15s. We simulate the optimal

scheduling with the sand demand prediction and compare these

results with our previous results using the naive estimation.

The simulation is performed parallel to the current plant

control and counts the switch-off suggestions for the mixing

machines.

In previous investigations, optimal scheduling with the naive

estimation leads to switch-off suggestions in 2.38% to 9.27%

of the optimal scheduling steps. This leads to an reduction
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Fig. 6. Multi model time-series prediction with the sensitive process variables.
Measured sand demand (blue), 1-step-ahead prediction (red dots), 3-step-
ahead prediction (green dots) and 13-step-ahead prediction (gray dots).

in energy consumption of approximately 6.5 % in plant tests

[8]. Simulating the optimal scheduling for 1000 steps, the

sand demand prediction leads to approximately 17.1 % more

switch-off suggestions compared to the naive estimation. This

would increase the energy savings to 7.6% at the same oper-

ating point. Therefore, we expect an improvement in energy

consumption of 1.1 % by combining our optimal scheduling

approach with the sand demand prediction.

Due to the production process the sand demand varies.

The load of the production plant is calculated form the sand

demand and the plant behavior. We want to identify the

characteristic curve between the load and the energy savings

of the optimal scheduling with the sand demand prediction

and with the naive estimation in the production plant tests.

Thus, the test results at the production plant are spitted into

intervals with a duration between 0.5 hours and 4 hours. In

the production plant, the moulding sand is stored in hoppers.

In order to ensure that the intervals are valid, the amount of

sand stored in the hoppers must be the same at the beginning

and the end of each interval. The prediction results with the

sand demand prediction (blue crosses) and with the naive

estimation (green triangles) are shown in Fig. 7. We assume

that for the shown load range, the load and the energy savings

are linearly related. This yields in the characteristic curves of

the optimal scheduling with sand demand prediction (blue)

and naive estimation (green). For both curves, the coefficient

of determination R2 (range [0, 1]) is high (sand demand

prediction: R2 =0.95 and naive estimation: R2 =0.84). This

seems to confirm the assumption of linearity. Furthermore,

both curves are parallel to each other. The deviation of the

slopes is small with approximately 1.5%. The offset between

the curves is approximately 1 % and therefore within the

expected range.
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a long short-term memory (LSTM)

prediction approach for an optimal scheduling application in

foundry industry. We predict the time-series of the disturbance,

which is the sand demand of the foundry’s moulding machine.

The low complex LSTM network topology results from a

hyperparameter optimization including all available process

variables. Non-sensitive process variables are sorted out in a

two step procedure using our sensitivity vector approach and

afterwards a variation of the remaining process variables. This

procedure reduces the effort for sorting out non-sensitive pro-

cess variables remarkably. All in all, our modeling procedure

leads comparably fast to a low complex prediction model with

high performance values.

For time-series prediction, we introduce two multi model

approaches. The prediction results show the capacity of our

approaches in comparison to the currently used naive estima-

tion. Especially low frequency changes in the sand demand

are predicted very well. But also high frequency changes are

predicted well. Simulating the optimal scheduling with sand

demand prediction leads to an improvement in energy savings

of approximately 1.1% compared to the naive estimation. The

application at the real production plant proves the simulation

and verifies the potential of our presented approach. Further-

more, this approach contributes to qualify LSTM approaches

for industrial process applications.

We assume a further improvement of the prediction results

with a larger dataset including more process variables for a

longer time horizon. Moreover, the combination of our LSTM

approach with a predictor only for interruptions, may improve

the prediction of high frequency changes. For example, a

decision tree could be a predictor for forecasting production

interruptions. Furthermore, the comparison of our multi-model

approach with a sequence-to-sequence model and the effect of

learnable feature extraction will be examined in future studies.
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